The following application note includes supplementary instructions to be used in conjunction with the Indigo XS or Xtreme installation manual and may apply (in general) to other branded AIO liquid coolers.

Read entire instructions before using Indigo XS or Xtreme. Computer operating system and temperature monitoring utilities must be installed prior to use. Prior to installing Indigo XS or Xtreme, mount the cooler radiator as illustrated in the Hydro Series installation manual. In addition, install the mounting bracket with the risers onto the motherboard.

**WITHIN HEAT SINK/BLOCK MOUNTING:**

Certain AIO liquid coolers may require a specific orientation of the cooler block to avoid exposed bolts from contacting the CPU lid.

**For circular block AIO liquid coolers:**
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Rotate the cooler's mounting bracket until the corners of the CPU lid (seen as gray square in Figure 1) are positioned between each cooler block bolt.

Apply a uniform pressure to the cooler to prevent twisting or shifting. Tighten each cooler nut using a diagonal pattern until fully bottomed; proceed to ETI Reflow Procedure (within the installation guide).

**For rectangular block AIO liquid coolers:**
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Orient the cooler block such that the CPU lid fits within the block’s bolt holes (Figure 2).